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Function[T, (T,Int)], this
is a function taking a
generic type T and

returning a (T,Int) pair.
Now I also have a

generic class which
takes a Function[T,

(T,Int)] as an instance
argument and has
methods to create

instances of this generic
class. The problem is,
when I try and use this
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method like so: object
Main extends App { class

Class[T] { def value(f:
Function[T, (T,Int)]) : Int
= { val (x, y) = f x.toInt
} } val val1 : T = -1 val

val2 : T = -2 val f1 : Int =
10 val f2 : Int = 20 val
class1 = new Class[T]()

val class2 =
class1.value(f1, f2) val g
= new Class[T]() val x =

g.value(f1,f2) } it
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generates the following
error: value(f1,f2) ^

e79caf774b

References Hoffman JR (2010). NSCA's Guide
to Programming. Champaign, IL: Human

Kinetics. Category:Bodybuilding
Category:Physical exerciseStigmella

pagydorensis Stigmella pagydorensis is a
moth of the family Nepticulidae. It was

described by Leon F. Bruna and McDonald in
2004. It is found in California, where it has

been recorded from the Santa Cruz Mountains
at elevations of 1100-1700 meters. The length

of the forewings is 2.2-2.4 mm. The larvae
feed on Eriogonum umbellatum. They mine
the leaves of their host plant. External links
Category:Nepticulidae Category:Endemic

fauna of California Category:Moths described
in 2004Why Star Wars VI Is Being Tagged As

“Star Wars Episode 7” The Star Wars
community wants to know what happened to
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the sixth movie and what’s going to happen
with the seventh. According to a new report
from FSW, Lucasfilm and Disney have begun

using the tag “Episode 7” for upcoming
movies, which is part of a strategy that would
show off that it’s a part of the larger unbroken
narrative. “When I joined Lucasfilm more than
four decades ago, one of the things I was told
by my founders was that we’re all involved in
the Star Wars saga. We’re all a part of that

story. We’re all woven into that tapestry that
George has woven and that’s why there are so
many movies. I think the phenomenon of Star
Wars will go on for a long time and it’s in its
second generation now,” Kathleen Kennedy
told FSW in her first interview since Disney

bought the franchise. Here’s the full interview.
What, if any, comments has the director, J.J.

Abrams, made about the new film? In addition
to the various people that you’ve been talking

to that we’ve managed to get people, you
know, listening to, George Lucas and Kathleen

Kennedy and you, listening to some things
that we say are going to happen in this film
and they are trying to figure out where to go
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with the films now. I think, you know, even
though they�
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Preamble: NSCA, 1996; NSCA, 2004;.
Introduction: Data were collected from NSCA,
1995, J.R. Hoffmann, 2012. If theorems and

proofs are needed and not written, the
complete proof is in the following Appendix.
Original hypotheses were: H0: The NSCA's
Guide to Program Design Â is only suitable
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forÂ - It must be used only for all athletes,
regardless of ability, who desire to be trained;.

Claim H1: NSCA's Guide to Program Design
Â is only suitable forÂ - It must be used only

for all athletes, regardless of ability, who
desire to be trained;. Proof: This theorem is

the proof of H1. It is actually presented in the
next section, "Theorem 1." Theorem 1: NSCA's

Guide to Program Design Â is only suitable
forÂ - It must be used only for all athletes,

regardless of ability, who desire to be trained;.
Preamble: Corollary 1 follows directly

fromÂ H1, byÂ definition. Corollary 1: NSCA's
Guide to Program Design Â is only suitable
forÂ - It must be used only for all athletes,

regardless of ability, who desire to be trained;.
Proof: By Â definition.Â Â Theorem 1: NSCA's
Guide to Program Design Â is only suitable
forÂ - It must be used only for all athletes,

regardless of ability, who desire to be trained;.
Corollary 2 is simplyÂ Corollary 1Â plus the 1st

conditional inÂ H0: The NSCA's Guide to
Program Design Â is only suitable forÂ - It

must be used only for all athletes, regardless
of ability, who desire to be trained;. Corollary
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2: NSCA's Guide to Program Design Â is only
suitable forÂ - It must be used only for all

athletes, regardless of ability, who desire to be
trained;. Proof: Corollary 2 follows directly

fromÂ Corollary 1, byÂ definition. Theorem 1:
NSCA's Guide to Program Design Â is only
suitable forÂ - It must be used only for all

athletes,
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